realistic masses with more variability in shape compared to the RW method. DLA 24 generated lesions can overcome the lack of complexity in structure and shape in many 25 current methods of mass simulation.
method. The observer study results suggest that the DLA method produced more 23 realistic masses with more variability in shape compared to the RW method. DLA 24 generated lesions can overcome the lack of complexity in structure and shape in many The second main approach for lesion simulation uses mathematical models to 52 generate masses which may then be inserted into clinical images. Bliznakova et al. box. The resulting parameters were then used to produce volumes of size and density 109 appropriate for a realistic breast mass, as summarized in Table 1 . to the cluster (Figure 3 (c)) with a certain probability known as the sticking probability.
127
If the sticking probability criterion is not satisfied the particle is discarded. Thus, the
128
cluster forms by addition of random particles reaching adjacent voxels lining the growth 129 centre, i.e. entering a single-voxel wide "sticky-zone" surrounding the growth centre.
130
If a moving particle fails to reach the sticky cluster or mass growth centre (as is often 131 the case) and travels further than a pre-defined distance, it is then discarded ( Figure   132 3(d,e)). Branch-like shapes can be created by using an appropriate choice of parameters,
133
and are formed via the higher probability of the random walk particle hitting the outer 134 surface of the sticky cluster before reaching the inner part, thereby creating a porous 135 volumetric appearance.
136 Figure 4 shows some examples of 3D DLA masses and corresponding 2D projections.
137 Table 2 lists the DLA growth parameters, which facilitate greater flexibility in controlling 
Parameter appearance dependency To illustrate the wide variation in the 145
appearance of the simulated masses that can be produced using DLA, several growth 146 prescriptions in 2D were performed changing the parameters shown in Table 2 . Figure   147 5 shows a selection of 2D DLA simulated masses for different launching prescriptions.
148
Figure 5(a) demonstrates that inappropriate combinations of the distribution of points Step size in launching sphere diameter Size and texture ∆S
Step size of the random walk Density P s Sticking probability Density and launching circles can result in unrealistic clusters. The size of the cluster increases then used to insert masses into these images are described below as depicted in Figure   172 1. the relatively small size of the mass, it has been assumed that its insertion has negligible 176 effect on the overall scatter distribution. We first address the relative change in primary 177 signal in the region of interest (ROI) where the mass is to be inserted. The primary 178 photon flux at each pixel before insertion (p 0 ) was calculated using:
where E is the incident photon energy, (E) is the detector energy absorption efficiency, assuming the equivalent volume of breast tissue is replaced by the mass volume:
where µ mass represents the attenuation coefficient of the breast mass assumed to have the 195 same attenuation coefficient as glandular tissue and t mass is the thickness of the mass. Thus, the primary templates p 0 and p 1 (pre-and post-insertion) were filtered with 213 a model MTF of the associated imaging system of the normal mammogram used in 214 insertion:
216
The resultant images were then downsampled to the associated system detector pixel size .
218
The ratio of these two quantities, named as the relative transmission factor (RTF), was 219 then calculated.
Mass insertion and scatter inclusion
Having calculated the primary arrays from 221 the above, the scatter was taken into consideration in the insertion process. The pixel 222 intensity values in the raw image, acquired on the system prior to processing can be 223 calculated using equation 4:
where c is a constant relating the primary (p) and scattered (s) photon energy deposition 226 to the pixel value and i= 0 or 1 corresponding to the absence or presence of the mass,
227
respectively. As noted earlier, it was assumed that the scatter remains unchanged after 228 insertion of the mass, i.e. s 0 = s 1 . Therefore, using equation 4, I 1 the intensity of the 229 raw image after mass insertion can be written as:
= cp
where I 0 the pixel value of the raw mammogram before insertion is known and RTF, 
Validation

251
The simulation procedure was validated using human observer studies and ROC analysis.
252
images containing inserted simulated masses were presented to a group of three expert 254 radiologists to evaluate the realism of the masses in terms of their shape, margin and 255 density. In this pilot study and thereafter, all the masses were inserted into the images by 256 the first author. Radiologist feedback was used to better understand realistic compared 257 to unrealistic insertion sites. The pre-validation pilot study was used to refine the 258 parameters selected for subsequently generating >200 RW and >200 DLA candidate 259 masses for use in the observer study as summarised in Table 1 and Table 3 for RW 260 masses and DLA masses respectively.
261
In order to produce a similar range of sizes and shape variability as seen in the 262 50 real cases used in the subsequent observer study, 60 RW and 60 DLA masses were 263 selected from the RW and DLA groups. This was based on their pre-insertion appearance 264 and knowledge gained in the pilot study. Note, many other masses with realistic pre-265 insertion appearance remained in the discarded group, and were not analysed further. The 100 images used for insertion of simulated masses were selected from the images 283 classified as normal in breast screening. In each normal image, one simulated mass
284
(either RW or DLA) was inserted using the methodology described above.
285
The regions of breast tissue into which the simulated masses were inserted presented 
331
This also highlights the importance of insertion location and the background structure 332 and its affect on the realism of the inserted lesions. A manual insertion approach was include the 0.5 value, whereas for RW masses this was achieved for only five observers.
348
For all the observers, except observer 4, the comparison of the individual observer results
349
shows reduced AUC for DLA masses compared to RW masses. In addition, the average AUCs over all readers and the corresponding 95% CIs were calculated using the standard were assessed by 9 expert mammographic readers. This produced an average AUC for
373
DLA masses in the present study which lies below the confidence interval provided in 374 previous work and closer to 0.5, implying a more realistic mass appearance.
375
Given that some ROC results are closer to the line of unity than others, we have also 376 analysed individual responses with years of screening experience (Table 4 ). This showed Table 5 . Summary of pooling all observers' results using majority voting for each mass. This shows the proportion of masses ranked as "real", the proportion of masses ranked as "recall", and the proportion of the masses ranked as both "real" and "recall" by the majority voting.
Mass type
Real RW DLA number of cases 50 50 50 proportion ranked as real 94% 68% 84% proportion ranked as recall 86% 84% 78% proportion ranked as real and recall 80% 54% 62% closely match the classification pattern of the real cases.
385
In Table 5 , the ranking of particular masses produced by pooling all observer results 386 and using majority voting for each mass is summarized. Here, a mass was classified as 387 "real" if the majority of the observers voted 3 or more on mass realism ranking (based 388 on the 5-point realism scale as described in section 3.1.). As the table shows, DLA gave 389 better results for producing masses of real appearance (84%) compared to RW (68%).
390
In the UK, a patient is recalled if the clinical assessment of a screen-detected lesion 391 is ranked as indeterminate, suspicious or malignant. Therefore, in this study a mass 392 was classified as a "recall" case if the majority of the observers voted 3 or more on its 393 level of suspicion (as described in section 3.1). This table also shows the proportion 394 of masses ranked as both "real" and "recall". The data for each category of genuine 395 real, simulated RW and simulated DLA masses were analysed separately. The results
396
show that although the RW masses were more likely to be ranked as recall, they were 397 also more likely to be ranked as being simulated. Therefore, the DLA method is more 398 likely to produce masses that look both real and ranked as a recall. The ranking results
399
for real cases used in the study are also presented in this table for comparison. These 
Conclusion
403
This work presents a computational model of breast mass appearance using fractal 404 growth which can exhibit a range of lesion appearances, and thus overcomes some of 405 the drawbacks in previous work. Masses generated using RW and DLA models were 406 inserted into raw digital 2D mammograms using a physical model of the imaging process 407 and compared. Local glandularity was used for the first time to account for local breast 408 composition, combined with polychromatic X-ray spectra to produce realistic lesion 409 attenuation. In addition, the raw digital images with inserted simulated masses were 410 processed with the manufacturer's image processing software; this post-processing step 411 is essential to preserve overall clinical appearance.
412
The physics-based insertion process proposed here for both approaches avoids the such studies. Since these models are in three dimensions, they could also be used to 423 study and compare 2D and 3D breast imaging. These topics are the subject of on-going work.
425
